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What is a Visual Story?
A visual story is a tool to help audience members familiarize themselves with a
venue and/or with a show. It allows audience members to know in advance what
to expect from a theatrical experience, so that they can prepare themselves
accordingly. Visual stories were created as an aid for autistic people and people
with learning disabilities, but they can be used to help anyone prepare for their
visit to the theatre.

About the Performance
Performance Time
The performance is approximately 75 minutes in length.

Things to Look Out for
• This is a virtual performance
• You are welcome to come and go from the performance as you please.

Questions? Contact Geordie Theatre: info@geordie.ca
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• There are music and sound effects in the show. If audience members are
sensitive to loud noises, they are encouraged to use noise-cancelling
headphones or turn down the volume.
• There is a glossary at the end of this document. There you will find the
definitions of some of the more complex words in the play.
• Some themes explored in this play are:
▪ Diversity and inclusion
▪ Gender diversity and identity
▪ Polarities and spectrums
▪ Unconditional love and support
▪ Self-acceptance and self-confidence

The Characters
This is Justin.
He plays Miu Lan.

This is Julie.
She plays Miu Lan’s mother
and Ms. Punica.

Questions? Contact Geordie Theatre: info@geordie.ca
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This is Richard.
He plays the sun.

This is Wahsonti:io.
They play the moon.

This is Gabe.
They play Fuzzy Leaf and Keenan.

This is Kit.
They play Jumping Star and Laura.

This is Chadia.
They play Soft Claw and Annie.

This is Arun.
He plays Sour Bear and Sydney.

Questions? Contact Geordie Theatre: info@geordie.ca
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The Locations
The play happens in 2 places:
• Miu Lan and Mother’s little blue home, near the forest in which the
creatures live
• Miu Lan’s school
Sabrina Miller designed the set for this show and Tim Rodrigues designed the
lighting. Together they decided what the stage should look like at different
moments in the play.
Evan Stepanian is the sound designer for this show and Violette Kay is the
composer. Together they decided which music and sounds to use to help bring
the audience into Miu Lan’s world.
Sabrina Miller also designed the costumes for this show. They decided what the
actors should wear to look like the characters they are playing.

The Story
From the Stars in the Sky to the Fish in the Sea is based on a book written by Kai
Cheng Thom. Gabe Maharjan is the writer
who turned the book into a play, and Mike
Payette directed the play.
This is what happens in the play:
Prelude
Under the new Moon, four forest
creatures work on putting the final
touches on a little home for Mother,
pregnant. The Sun rises but The Moon refuses to leave in order to be out when
The Mother gives birth. The baby, Miu Lan, is born under both The Sun and The
Moon.
Questions? Contact Geordie Theatre: info@geordie.ca
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Act 1
Miu Lan is now a child and they will attend school for the first time. Miu Lan is
able to transform their body by manifesting (or metushlumorphing, like they say)
elements of any plant or animal, including wings to fly, and does not identify as
“girl” or “boy”.
Act 2
Miu Lan manifests tiger stripes, fuzzy ears and peacock feathers for their first day
of school. The creatures walk them to school. It’s a difficult day; their teacher, Ms.
Punica is strict and Miu Lan is having trouble fitting in with the other children due
to their uniqueness. Thankfully, they come home to a calming and reassuring
Mother.
Act 3
It’s wintertime and Miu Lan continues to struggle at school. The Sun encourages
them to make an effort to fit in with the other children, while The Moon
maintains that Miu Lan cannot be anyone other than themselves. Ms. Punica is
fixated on teaching the concept of polarity in its various forms, and continues to
have issues with Miu Lan’s uniqueness, even suggesting they change schools. As
always, Mother is supportive and reassuring.
Act 4
It’s springtime and Miu Lan is trying to fit in by dressing and acting more
mainstream. The children press Miu Lan for answers about who and what they
are, which frustrates Miu Lan. The Moon arrives to console them, which upsets
The Sun and he refuses to set for months. Miu Lan opens up about their
difficulties to Mother who convinces them to simply be themselves.
Act 5
As the year comes to a close, Miu Lan and Keenan commiserate about Ms.
Punica’s unfair treatment of differentness. Keenan apologizes for being mean to
Miu Lan. Simultaneously, The Sun and The Moon finally make up, which
culminates in a total eclipse. Miu Lan teaches the other children how to transform
their body by manifesting, which pushes Ms. Punica to quit her job. Miu Lan
finally has friends to enjoy during the summer.
Questions? Contact Geordie Theatre: info@geordie.ca
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Glossary
Adorned: “The sky, moon-sun adorned” means that both the moon and the sun
were in the sky at the same time.
Blistering: “Blistering heat” means it is very hot.
Blood-curdling: Very scary or disgusting.
To blossom: To bloom like a flower. For a person,
to blossom is to grow into the person they are
meant to be.
Canvas: A surface to paint on.
Centuries: Hundreds of years.
Colour wheel: A round chart that shows the
relationships between colours.

Colour wheel

Decorum: Polite and proper behaviour.
Dodo: A kind of bird that couldn’t fly and existed a
long time ago.
Earthling: Someone who lives on planet earth.
Eclipse: When one celestial body is completely hidden
by the body or shadow of another. For example, a
solar eclipse happens when the moon is perfectly in
line between the earth and the sun, so you can’t see
the sun because it is completely hidden behind the
moon.
Elusive: Difficult to find.
To emerge: To come out of.
To envision: To see in your mind.
Expansive: Big, or able to get bigger.
Famished: Very hungry.

Questions? Contact Geordie Theatre: info@geordie.ca

Dodo
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Frolicking: Playing and running around happily.
Geranium: A type of plant with bright flowers.
To harvest: To gather the crops that have been
planted.
Heirloom: Something of special value handed
down from one generation to another.
Hibernation: A sleep-like state that some
animals stay in for the whole winter.

Geraniums

Horizon: The line where the earth meets the sky.
To illuminate: To make something visible by
shedding light on it.
Just desserts: The reward or punishment that
someone deserves.

Horizon

Lavender: A type of plant with purple flowers
known for their strong smell.
Lingering: Staying somewhere for a long time.
Lunar phases: All the different shapes the
moon can have depending on when you look at
it, like the crescent moon, half moon, gibbous
moon, etc.
Metushlumorph: This is the term Miu
Lan made up for when they transform
themselves into having animal or
creature body parts.

Lavender

Millenia: Thousands of years.
Obedience: The act of following rules.

Lunar phases
Questions? Contact Geordie Theatre: info@geordie.ca
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Orchid: A type of plant with beautifully colored and
unusually shaped flowers.
Periwinkle: A type of plant with small blue flowers.
Petunia: A type of flower that is sort of shaped like
a trumpet.
Polarity: The fact of having opposites.

Orchids

Pupil: Student.
Quantify: Count, measure in numbers.
Rarity: The fact of being rare, uncommon.
Restorative: Healing. Restorative sleep is restful and
leads to waking up feeling full of energy.
Satellite: An object in space that turns around a planet
or a sun. For example, the moon is a satellite because
it goes around the earth.

Periwinkle

Solstice: The moment in the year when the sun appears to reach either its highest
or lowest point in the sky. The solstices are also the longest and the shortest days
of the year.
Sprig: A small piece cut from a plant.
To sprout: To grow.
Tactical defense: A plan to protect oneself during a
fight.
Tardy: Late.

Petunia

Transfixed: Not moving, as if they are so interested, surprised, or frightened by
something they can’t move or stop looking at it.
Uproar: When there is a lot of shouting and noise because people are very angry
or excited about something.
Vigorous: Forceful, energetic.
Zealous: Energetic and hard-working.
Questions? Contact Geordie Theatre: info@geordie.ca
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Resources
Organizations:
Gender Creative Kids is a reference community organization that supports trans,
non-binary, and gender-fluid youth's affirmation within their families.
Interligne is a bilingual help and information line for people concerned about
sexual orientation and gender identity.
Alterhéros is a website that aims to help individuals grow with regard to their
sexual orientation, their gender identity or their sexuality.
Project 10 is a Montreal organization that empowers young LGBTQ+ or
questioning youth from 14-25 years old at the individual, institutional and
community level.
Pride Therapy Network is a community-based organization of independent
mental health professionals offering affirmative therapy services to the
LGBTQIA2S+ communities of Montreal.

Articles and videos:
Defining LGBTQ+ Words for Elementary School Students by Welcoming Schools
is a comprehensive list and definitions of LGBTQ+-related terms. A good starting
place to help field questions.
Teaching about Gender Identity by Educators 4 Social Change presents a wealth
of information, lesson plans and further reading and resources for educators of
students of all ages.
Children and Gender Identity: Supporting Your Child by Mayo Clinic is an article
that discusses the importance of talking to children about gender identity and
expression, and how to get the conversation started.
How To Teach Your Kids About Gender by Planned Parenthood Video is a video
that shares pointers on how to navigate trick conversations to educate and
empower children.
How do I talk with my preschooler about identity? by Planned Parenthood is an
article sharing advice on how to talk to younger children and students about
gender diversity.
Questions? Contact Geordie Theatre: info@geordie.ca

